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DIAMOND WHETSTONE KIT
A diamond whetstone kit comprising of the 7” x 2-1⁄2”
bench stone, fabric tool holder,
heavy-duty bench holder,
credit card stone and
lapping fluid.
Suitable for
sharpening a
wide 
variety
of
tools.

U*DWS/DS10/F
(10”)

U*DWS/DS12/F
(12”)

DIAMOND
SHARPENING
DVD

DIAMOND
STEEL
Sharpens all blunt
knives easily in seconds
with little pressure.
Ideal for domestic,
butchery, catering and
fishing.  Exceptional life
span.  Stainless steel
core electroplated with
diamond surface and
polycarbonate handle
with hanging ring.

DIAMOND NEEDLE FILES
Four pack of needle files for carving tools, small
tools and removing welds.  Use to file metals and
plastics.  Supplied in a wallet.  As used in the
British aerospace industry.

ACCESSORIES
Non-slip Mat
U*DWS/NM/B7
For 7” & 8” bench stone.

Cleaning Block
U*DWS/CB/A
For all stones.

Fabric Tool Holders/Pouch
U*DWS/TH/P5
For 5” pocket stone.
U*DWS/TH/B7
For 7” bench stone.
U*DWS/SP/8
For 8” worktop stone.

Grade

◆

Grade

◆
Shows how to
choose, use and
maintain Diamond
Whetstones.
Includes hints on
sharpening a variety
of tools.  Menu option
and DVD-ROM
features.  (35 mins).
Includes sharpening
booklet.

U*DWS/NFPK/F
Size: 6-5/16” overall with 3” diamond length. U*DVD/DWS

DIAMOND ABRASIVE
LAPPING FLUID
Suitable for use with all quality diamond abrasive
products.  Use instead of water to reduce the threat of
rusting by 95%.  Reduces possibility of clogging and
improves diamond performance.

U*DWS/LF/100 (3.4oz)

U*DWS/LF/250 (8.5oz)

U*DWS/LF/500 (17oz)

Includes:
1 x U*DWS/B7/FC

1 x U*DWS/CC/FC
1 x U*DWS/LF/100
1 x U*DWS/BH/B7

(with fabric holder, non-slip-mat
and cleaning block).

U*DWS/KIT/A

DIAMOND 
STONE
HONING
GUIDE
Ensure correct
angle is maintained on bevel edge chisels
and plane irons when used with diamond
whetstone.
■ Precision roller with alloy body which self-centre clamps chisels from 3/8” to 2-3/8”.

■ The setting device is preset for 25°, 30°, 35° and 40° angles.

■ Bevel edge chisels only.

■ Positive location for roller and blade.

■ Adjustable stop for setting blade angle.

■ Use with bench stones or 
workshop stones.

Grade

◆ ◆

U*DWS/HG/SET

HEAVY DUTY
BENCH HOLDER

U*DWS/BH/B7

Adjustable 
to clamp 7” or 
8” bench stones 
securely, (will also 
accept most oil stones up 
to 8”).  Central rubber block 
provides extra support.  

Ask for your Free Trend
Sharpening brochure
featuring hints and tips
on sharpening all tools
including router bits,
sawblades, chisels,
planes and knives etc.

GUIDE TO
DIAMOND
SHARPENING
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